
DAY23 
GOAL:      Use Definitions, Postulates, Properties and Theorems  

to prove other shortcuts for measuring. 
 
GEOMETRIC POSTULATES;  Basic rules for measuring 
Ruler Postulate      Distance = | a – b |  
Segment Addition Postulate  If B is between A and C then AB + BC = AC 
Protractor Postulate   Angle Measure = |a – b| 
Angle Addition Postulate  If B is in the interior of AOC, then m AOB + m BOC = m AOC 
ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES  Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Reflexive, Symmetric,  

Transitive. 
CONGRUENCE PROPERTIES Reflexive, Symmetric, Transitive 
_______________________________________________________________________  
 

 
DEFINITIONS  USED IN PROOFS 
Straight Angle Definition:  An angle is a straight angle iff its measure is 180 
Linear Pair Definition: Two angles form a linear pair iff non-shared sides form a   

straight angle. 
Perpendicular Pair Two angles form a perpendicular pair iff non-shared sides 

form a right angle. 
Supplementary Angles Definition:   The measure of two angles adds up to 180 iff the angles 

are supplementary. 
Complementary Angles Definition:   The measure of two angles adds up to 90 iff the angles 

are complementary. 
Vertical Angles Two angles are vertical angles iff their sides form two 

pairs of opposite rays.  
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THEOREMS:      Have to be proven before being used 
   TO PROVE THEOREMS 

1. Start with the given information.   
2. Use a Definition to explain the given information. 
3. Reason back from what you would like to prove using Definitions, Properties, Postulates and 

Theorems that have already been proven. 
4. Conclude with what needs to be proven. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
LINEAR PAIR THEOREM:   If two angles form a linear pair, then the angles are 

supplementary. 

GIVEN:  and  form a linear pair   
PROVE: and  are supplementary 
 
STATEMENT   REASONS 
 

1. and  form a linear pair.   Given 
 

2. is a straight angle.   Linear Pair Definition   
(Two angles form a linear pair iff their non-shared 
sides form a straight angle) 
 

3.      Straight Angle Definition 
(An angle is a straight angle iff its measure is 
180)  

 
4.      Angle Addition Postulate 

 

5.      Substitution 
 

6.  and  are supplementary angles Supplementary Angle Definition 
(The measure of two angles is 180 iff the angles 
are supplementary)   
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Given 

 

Definition of Linear Pair 
Two angles form a linear pair 

iff their non-shared sides form a straight angle.. Definition of Straight Angle 
If an angle is a straight angle, 

then its measure is 180°. 

Angle Addition Postulate 
If two angles are adjacent,  

then the sum of their individual measures equals the 
measure of the angle formed by their non-shared 
sides. 

Substitution Property of Equality 
If mÐ 1  + m Ð 2 = mÐ TAM and mÐTAM = 180° 

Then mÐ1  + m Ð2 = 180° Definition of Supplementary 
The measure of two angles sums to 180° 

iff  the angles are supplementary. 

 

 

QED 

∠1 ∠2

∠1 ∠2

∠TAM

m∠TAM = 180!

m∠1+m∠2 = m∠TAM

m∠1+m∠2 = 180!

∠1 ∠2



TO PROVE THEOREMS 
1. Start with the given information.   
2. Use a Definition to explain the given information. 
3. Reason back from what you would like to prove using Definitions, Properties, Postulates and 

Theorems that have already been proven. 
4. Conclude with what needs to be proven 

______________________________________________________________________ 
LINEAR PAIR THEOREM:   If two angles form a linear pair, then the angles are 

supplementary. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
VERTICAL ANGLES THEOREM:   If two angles are vertical angles, then the angles have 

equal measures. 

GIVEN:  and  are vertical angles   
PROVE: and  have equal measures 
 
STATEMENT   REASONS 

1. and  are vertical angles   Given 
 

2.  and form a linear pair   Linear Pair Definition   
 and form a linear pair  (Two angles form a linear pair iff their non- 

shared sides form a straight angle) 
 

3.  and are supplementary   Linear Pair Theorem 
 and are supplementary (If two angles form a linear pair then they are   

supplementary) 
 

4.       Supplementary Angle Definition 
     (The measure of two angles is 180 iff the angles     

       are supplementary) 
 

5.      Subtraction Prop. of Equality 

 
 

6.         Substitution 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

∠1 ∠2

Skill Quiz PIL03 & 04   Name _________________Date ________Period _____ 
 

PIL 03Linear Pair Theorem Proof 
If two angles form a linear pair,     Given:   ∠CAB  and ∠BAT form a linear pair. 
                                                                                                                     & ∠CAT forms a straight angle 
Then the angles are supplementary.     Prove:  ∠CAB  and ∠BAT are supplementary. 

∠ CAB  and∠BAT are 
supplementary 

Given 

∠ CAT is a straight angle. 
Definition of Supplementary 

The measure of two angles sums 
to 180° 

iff  the angles are supplementary. 

m∠CAB  + m ∠BAT = 180° 
Definition of Straight Angle 
If an angle is a straight angle,  

then its measure is 180°. 
Angle Addition Postulate 
If two angles are adjacent,  

then the sum of their individual 
measures equals the measure of the 
angle formed by their non-shared 

sides 

∠CAB  and ∠BAT form linear pair 

Given 

m∠CAB  + m ∠BAT = m∠ CAT 

m∠ CAT = 180° 
Substitution Property of 

Equality 
If a + b = c and c = d then a+b = d 

 
PIL04 
∠1  and  ∠ 3 form a linear pair 

∠2  and  ∠ 3 form a linear pair 
m∠ 1  + m ∠ 3 = 180° 

m∠ 2  + m ∠ 3 = 180° 
Linear Pair Theorem 

If two angles form a linear pair, 
then they are supplementary. 

m∠1  = 180° - m ∠ 3 
m∠ 2  = 180° - m ∠ 3 

 
Given 

m∠ 1  = m∠ 2 
(∠ 1  and ∠ 2 have equal measures) 

Definition of Linear Pair 
Two angles form a linear pair iff 
their non-shared sides form a straight 
angle 
∠ 1  and  ∠ 3 are supplementary 

∠ 2  and  ∠ 3 are supplementary 
Subtraction Property of  Equality 

If the same number is subtracted 
from both sides of an equation, 

Then the new equation is equivalent 
 to the original. 
∠1  and  ∠ 2 are vertical angles 

Definition of Supplementary 
The measure of two angles sums to 

180° 
iff  the angles are supplementary. 
Substitution Property of Equality 

Substitute (m∠ 1)  for (180° - m ∠ 3)  
in  m∠ 2  = (180° - m ∠ 3) 

 

∠ 2 
∠ 1 ∠ 3 

Statements Reasons 

  

 . 

  

  

  

  

Statements Reasons 

  

 . 

  

  

  

  

Vertical Angles Theorem 
If two angles are vertical angles 
Then they have equal measures, 
 
Given ∠ 1  and ∠ 2 are vertical Angles 
Prove that ∠ 1  and ∠ 2 have equal measures.   

• 
T

• 
C

• 
A 

B • 

∠1 ∠2

∠1 ∠2

∠1 ∠3
∠2 ∠3

∠1 ∠3
∠2 ∠3

m∠1+m∠3= 180!

m∠2 +m∠3= 180!

m∠1= 180! −m∠3
m∠2 = 180! −m∠3

m∠1= m∠2



LINEAR PAIR THEOREM:   If two angles form a linear pair, then the angles are 
supplementary 

 
VERTICAL ANGLES THEOREM:   If two angles are vertical angles, they have equal measures 
_______________________________________________________   
 
Class Discussion 

1. In the diagram, .  Name two other angles congruent to   
 

2.                    3.  Find the value of X 

      
 
_______________________________________________________________________________   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

∠4 ≅ ∠5 ∠5

Vertical angles (vert. A) are two angles whose sides form two
pairs of opposite rays. When two lines intersect, they form
two pairs of vertical angles.

Ll and /-3 are vertical angles.

L2 and. /-4 are vertical angles.

Theorem 7-3
Vertical angles are congruent.

Given: L\ and L2 are vertical angles.

Prove: /-l : /-2 (or m Ll - m L2)
Proof:

Statements

l. mll + m/-3 = 180;
mL2*m/-3-180

2. m/-l + mL3 - mL2
3. m13 =
4. mll - mL2

Reasons

l. Angle Addition Postulate

2. Substitution Prop.
3. Reflexive Prop.
4. Subtraction Prop. of =

+ mL3
m/-3

Example 3 In the diagram, /-4: /-5.
Name two other angles congruent to 15'

Solution L8: /-5
Since L 7 : L4 and L4: L5, 17: L5.

Classroom Exercrses
Find the measures of a complement and a supplement of LA.
l.mLA=10 2.mLA-75 3.mLA=89
5. Name two right angles.
6. Name two adjacent complementary angles.

7. Name two complementary angles that are not adjacent.
8. a. Name a supplement of /- MLQ.

, b. Name another pair of supplementary angles.

9. In the diagram, assume that m/-CDB:90. Name:
a. TWo congruent supplementary angles
b. Two supplementary angles that are not congruent
c. Two complementary angles d. A straight angle

10. In the diagram, assume thit nLDFB - 90 and FE bi-
sects IAFD. Find each measure.

c. mLBFE
Points,

4. mLA:/
LM
/x'-nffix

Exs.S-E O P

B

/\,/ l"
CDEA

Exs. 9, l0
Lines, Planes, and Angles / 3l

a. m/-AFD b. wLAFE

Complete.

tt. /GOH: ?

13. IMOK-. ?

12. IGOM- ?

14. ILOG- '-!

a. m/-FOE - ?

b. wLCOD : ?

c. m/-BOD - ?

d. wLAOB - ?

e. wLDOE - ?

A supplement of
a. an acute angle is ? b. an obtuse
a. A complement of an acute angle is ?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

m/-QIR = ?

m/-PIQ = ?

m/-VIT - ?

WIVIQ = ?

wLSIT: ?

angle is ? c. a right angle is ?

b. Can a right or an obtuse angle have a complement?

19. Given: /-2 - 13
a. What can you conclude?
b. Explain how you would prove your conclusion.

Written Exercises
Find the measures of a complement and a supplement of LB.

A t. m/B - 55 2. mLB - | l. mLB - iz.s 4. m/B - 3x
5. Two angles are both congruent and complementary. Find their measures.
6. Two angles are both congruent and supplementary. Find their measures.

In the diagram, m LKAE = 90.
7. Name another right angle.
8. Name two congruent supplementary angles.
9. Name two noncongruent supplementary angles.'

10. Name two supplementary angles that may or may not
be congruent.

11. Name two complementary angles.
12. Name a pair of vertical angles.

32 / Chapter I

17.

18.

Exs. 11-14

J

In the diagram, OI bisects LSOa, wLUOY = 35, and
m/-YOW = 120. Find the measure of each angle.

13. wLZOY
15. nIVOW
17. wLTOU

Find the value of x.

14. wLZOW
16. m/-SOU
18. mLZOT

19.

22, /-l and /-2 are supplements. 2 GL3 and /-4 arc supplements
a. lf m/-l =m13 -27, find the measures of /-2 and L4.
b. If mll = m/-3 = x, flrnd the measures of l-2 arrd L4 in terms of x.
c. If two angles are congruent, must their supplements be congruent?

It LA and LB are supplementary, find the value of r and the measures of the
angles.

B 23.mLA-2x,mLB-x-15 24, m/-A = x * 16, mLB - 2x - 16

lf LC and lD are complementary, find the value of y and the measures of the
angles.

25. mLC =3/ +5,mLD =2y 26. m/-C =/ -8,mLD -3y +2

Use the given information to write an equation. Solve the equation to find the
measures of the two angles described.

27. A supplement of an angle is twice as large as the angle'

28. A complement of an,angle is hve times as large as the angle.

29. The measure of one of two complementary angles is six less than twice the
measure of the other.

30. The difference between the measures of two supplementary angles is 42.

Find the measures of the angle, its complement, and its supplement.

31. A supplement of an angle is six times as large as a complement of the
angle.

32. Three times the measure of a supplement of an angle is eight times the
measure of a complement of the angle.

Points, Lines, Planes, and Angles / 33

(4x+8)"
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In the diagram, OI bisects LSOa, wLUOY = 35, and
m/-YOW = 120. Find the measure of each angle.

13. wLZOY
15. nIVOW
17. wLTOU

Find the value of x.

14. wLZOW
16. m/-SOU
18. mLZOT

19.

22, /-l and /-2 are supplements. 2 GL3 and /-4 arc supplements
a. lf m/-l =m13 -27, find the measures of /-2 and L4.
b. If mll = m/-3 = x, flrnd the measures of l-2 arrd L4 in terms of x.
c. If two angles are congruent, must their supplements be congruent?

It LA and LB are supplementary, find the value of r and the measures of the
angles.

B 23.mLA-2x,mLB-x-15 24, m/-A = x * 16, mLB - 2x - 16

lf LC and lD are complementary, find the value of y and the measures of the
angles.

25. mLC =3/ +5,mLD =2y 26. m/-C =/ -8,mLD -3y +2

Use the given information to write an equation. Solve the equation to find the
measures of the two angles described.

27. A supplement of an angle is twice as large as the angle'

28. A complement of an,angle is hve times as large as the angle.

29. The measure of one of two complementary angles is six less than twice the
measure of the other.

30. The difference between the measures of two supplementary angles is 42.

Find the measures of the angle, its complement, and its supplement.

31. A supplement of an angle is six times as large as a complement of the
angle.

32. Three times the measure of a supplement of an angle is eight times the
measure of a complement of the angle.

Points, Lines, Planes, and Angles / 33

(4x+8)"



Corresponding Angles, Alternate Interior Angles,  Alternate Exterior Angles,  
   Same Side Interior Angles, Same Side Exterior Angles 

 
Angles formed by a transversal line and two coplanar lines. 

 

 

 
10.  Name alternate exterior angles. 
11.  Name same side exterior angles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Theorem 2-7
lftwo parallel planes are cut by a third plane, then the lines of intersection are
parallel.

Given: Plane X llplane I;
plane Z intersects X inline l;
plane Z intersects Y in line m.

Prove: lll m

Proof:

Statements

l. i isin X;misiny;Xlly
2. I and. m do not intersect.

3. /isin Z;misinZ.
4. t and m are coplanar.
s. tllm

Reasons

l. Given
2. Parullel planes do not intersect.

(Def. of ll planes)
3. Given
4. Def. of coplanar
5. Def. of ll Hnes (See steps 2 and, 4.)

The following terms, which are needed for future theorems about parallel
lines, apply only to coplanar lines.

A transversal is a line that intersects two or more coplanar lines in different
points. [n the next diagram, I is a transversal of n aia *. The angles formed
have special names.
Interior angles: angles 3, 4, 5,6 Exterior angles: angles l, 2, 7, 8

Alternate interior angles (alt. int. A-) are two nonadjacent in-
terior angles on opposite sides of the transversal.
L3 and /-6 L4 and L5
Same-side interior angles (s-s. int. A-) are two interior angles
on the same side of the transversal.
L3 and, L5 L4 and 16
Corresponding angles (corr. d") are two angles in correspond-
ing positions relative to the twb lines.
1l and 15 L2 and /-6 L3 and, /-7 /-4 and /-8

Classroom Exercises
1. The blue line is a transversal.

a. Name four pairs of corresponding angles.
b. Name two pairs of alternate interior angles.
c. Name two pairs of same-side interior angles.

56 / Chapter 2

Theorem 2-7
lftwo parallel planes are cut by a third plane, then the lines of intersection are
parallel.

Given: Plane X llplane I;
plane Z intersects X inline l;
plane Z intersects Y in line m.

Prove: lll m

Proof:

Statements

l. i isin X;misiny;Xlly
2. I and. m do not intersect.

3. /isin Z;misinZ.
4. t and m are coplanar.
s. tllm

Reasons

l. Given
2. Parullel planes do not intersect.

(Def. of ll planes)
3. Given
4. Def. of coplanar
5. Def. of ll Hnes (See steps 2 and, 4.)

The following terms, which are needed for future theorems about parallel
lines, apply only to coplanar lines.

A transversal is a line that intersects two or more coplanar lines in different
points. [n the next diagram, I is a transversal of n aia *. The angles formed
have special names.
Interior angles: angles 3, 4, 5,6 Exterior angles: angles l, 2, 7, 8

Alternate interior angles (alt. int. A-) are two nonadjacent in-
terior angles on opposite sides of the transversal.
L3 and /-6 L4 and L5
Same-side interior angles (s-s. int. A-) are two interior angles
on the same side of the transversal.
L3 and, L5 L4 and 16
Corresponding angles (corr. d") are two angles in correspond-
ing positions relative to the twb lines.
1l and 15 L2 and /-6 L3 and, /-7 /-4 and /-8

Classroom Exercises
1. The blue line is a transversal.

a. Name four pairs of corresponding angles.
b. Name two pairs of alternate interior angles.
c. Name two pairs of same-side interior angles.

56 / Chapter 2Classify each pair of angles as alternate interior angles, same'side
interior angles, corresponding angles, or none of these.

3. L6 and /-10
5. 17 and /-12
7. Ll4 and Ll5
9. 1l and Lll

2. 12 and L4
4. 17 and Ll5
6. L7 and LIO
8. Lll and 114

10.

11.

t2.

13.

14.

Although we have not defined alternate exterior angles, yorr
can guess what they are. Name two pairs of them.
Name two pairs of angles we would call same-side exterior
angles.
Suppose one pair of alternate interior angles are congruent
(say, /-2: /-7). Explain why the other pair of alternate
interior angles must also be congruent.
Suppose a pair of same-side interior angles (say, /-2 arrd
L3) are supplementary. What must be true of any pair of
corresponding angles?

Classify eac!-pair of lines as intersectrlQ parallel, or ske[_
a. AE and Ei b. AB and FK c. AB and

<+ed. EF and IH <+€e. EF and NM f. CN and

15. Name six lines parallel rc di.
16. Name several lines skew to 6i.
17. Name five lines parallel to plane ABCD.
18. Name a plane parallel to plane ADIHGFE.
19. Are there any other parallel planes in the

diagram?

Complete each statement with the word always, sometimes, or never.

20. Two skew lines are ? parallel.
21. TWo parallel lines are ? coplanar.
2L Aline in the plane of the ceiling and a line in the plane of the floor are ?

parallel.
23. Two lines in the plane of the floor are ? skew.

Parallel Lines and Planes / 51
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CORRESPONDING ANGLES POSTULATE  
IF TWO PARALLEL LINES ARE CUT BY A TRANSVERSAL  
THEN CORRESPONDING ANGLES ARE CONGRUENT 
 
Given: Parallel Lines cut by a Transversal Conclude:  Alternate Interior Angles are Congruent 
If k || l, then     (Corresponding Angles Postulate) 

   
________________________________________________________________________________ 
ALTERNATE INTERIOR ANGLE THEOREM 
IF TWO PARALLEL LINES ARE CUT BY A TRANSVERSAL 
THEN ALTERNATE INTERIOR ANGLES ARE CONGRUENT 
 
Given: Parallel Lines cut by a Transversal Conclude:  Alternate Interior Angles are Congruent 
If k || l, then     (Alternate Interior Angle Theorem) 

 
ALTERNATE EXTERIOR ANGLE THEOREM 
IF TWO PARALLEL LINES ARE CUT BY A TRANSVERSAL 
THEN ALTERNATE INTERIOR ANGLES ARE CONGRUENT 
 
Given: Parallel Lines cut by a Transversal Conclude:  Alternate Exterior Angles are Congruent 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
SAME SIDE INTERIOR ANGLE THEOREM 
IF TWO PARALLEL LINES ARE CUT BY A TRANSVERSAL 
THEN SAME SIDE INTERIOR ANGLES ARE CONGRUENT 
 
Given: Parallel Lines cut by a Transversal Conclude:  Same Side Interior Angles are    

Supplementary 
If k || l, then     (Same Side Interior Angle Theorem) 

 
SAME SIDE EXTERIOR ANGLE THEOREM 
IF TWO PARALLEL LINES ARE CUT BY A TRANSVERSAL 
THEN SAME SIDE INTERIOR ANGLES ARE CONGRUENT 
 
Given: Parallel Lines cut by a Transversal Conclude:  Same Side Exterior Angles are   

Supplementary 

∠1≅ ∠2

Classroom Exercises
1. What do the arrowheads in the diagram tell you?
2. a. How are liiies k and I rclated?

b. How are lines k and p related? Why?

State the postulate or theorem that justifies each statement.

3. 1l: /-5
5. mL4 + m16 - 180

7. m/-4 - mL5
9.kIp

t<ll t; t is a transversal.
/1.- /1LJ: LL

4. 13: /-6
6. mL4 - m18
8. /-6: L7

10. L3 is supplementary to 15.

Exs. 1-11

l. Given
2. It 2 parallel lines are cut by a transver-

sal, then alt. int. A- are :.
3. Vert. A arc:.
4. Transitive Prop. of =z

ll. lf mll :130, what are the measures of the other numbered angles?
12. /{an tried to prove Postulate l0 as shown below. However, he did not

have a valid proof. Explain why not.
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then corre-
sponding angles are congruent.
Given: k ll/; transversal I cuts k and /.

Prove: 1l: 12

Proof:

Statements Reasons

3. /-l: /-3
4. Ll: 12

Written Exercises
A l, If q llD, name all angles that must be congruent to /-1.

2. If cll d, name all angles that must be congruent to /-1.

Assume that all n anA cll a.

3. Name all angles congruent to 14.
4. Name all angles supplementary to /-4.
5. If m/- 16 = 50, then mLl4 - ? and mL2 - ?

6. Ifm/-9=x,thenm/-12- ? andm/_7- ?

62 / Chapter 2

∠1≅ ∠2

2-2 Properties of Parallel Lines
By experimenting with parallel lines, transversals, and a protractor in the last
set of exercises, you probably discovered that corresponding angles are con-
gruent. There is not enough information in our previous postulates and theo-
rems to deduce this property as a theorem. we will accept it as a postulate.

Postulate 70
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then corresponding angres are
congruent.

From this postulate we can easily prove the following theorems.

Theorem 2-2
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then alternate interior angles are
congruent.

Given: kllm; transversal I cuts ft and m.

Prove: 1l: L2

Proof:

Statements Reasons

k ll m; t is a transversal.
1l: /-3
/-3: /-2

4. 1l: 12

l. Given
2. Yert. A- arc:-
3. If two parallel lines are cut

versal, then corr. A- arc o.
4. Transitive Property

by a trans-

Theorem 2-3
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then same-side interior angles are
supplementary.

Given: kll m; tansversal / cuts ft and m.

Prove: 1l is supplementary to 14.

The proof is left as Exercise 19.

ffi / Chapter 2

∠1≅ ∠4

2-2 Properties of Parallel Lines
By experimenting with parallel lines, transversals, and a protractor in the last
set of exercises, you probably discovered that corresponding angles are con-
gruent. There is not enough information in our previous postulates and theo-
rems to deduce this property as a theorem. we will accept it as a postulate.

Postulate 70
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then corresponding angres are
congruent.

From this postulate we can easily prove the following theorems.

Theorem 2-2
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then alternate interior angles are
congruent.

Given: kllm; transversal I cuts ft and m.

Prove: 1l: L2

Proof:

Statements Reasons

k ll m; t is a transversal.
1l: /-3
/-3: /-2

4. 1l: 12

l. Given
2. Yert. A- arc:-
3. If two parallel lines are cut

versal, then corr. A- arc o.
4. Transitive Property

by a trans-

Theorem 2-3
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then same-side interior angles are
supplementary.

Given: kll m; tansversal / cuts ft and m.

Prove: 1l is supplementary to 14.

The proof is left as Exercise 19.

ffi / Chapter 2



CW#23 
 
If l || p cut by transversal t, which angle pairs are Corresponding Angles, Alternate Interior Angles, 
Alternate Exterior Angles, Same Side Interior Angles, Same Side Exterior Angles? 
 
 
Which angle pairs are congruent?    Which angle pairs are supplementary? 
 
 
   

 
 
12.  Find the values of x and y. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Exercises
1. What do the arrowheads in the diagram tell you?
2. a. How are liiies k and I rclated?

b. How are lines k and p related? Why?

State the postulate or theorem that justifies each statement.

3. 1l: /-5
5. mL4 + m16 - 180

7. m/-4 - mL5
9.kIp

t<ll t; t is a transversal.
/1.- /1LJ: LL

4. 13: /-6
6. mL4 - m18
8. /-6: L7

10. L3 is supplementary to 15.

Exs. 1-11

l. Given
2. It 2 parallel lines are cut by a transver-

sal, then alt. int. A- are :.
3. Vert. A arc:.
4. Transitive Prop. of =z

ll. lf mll :130, what are the measures of the other numbered angles?
12. /{an tried to prove Postulate l0 as shown below. However, he did not

have a valid proof. Explain why not.
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then corre-
sponding angles are congruent.
Given: k ll/; transversal I cuts k and /.

Prove: 1l: 12

Proof:

Statements Reasons

3. /-l: /-3
4. Ll: 12

Written Exercises
A l, If q llD, name all angles that must be congruent to /-1.

2. If cll d, name all angles that must be congruent to /-1.

Assume that all n anA cll a.

3. Name all angles congruent to 14.
4. Name all angles supplementary to /-4.
5. If m/- 16 = 50, then mLl4 - ? and mL2 - ?

6. Ifm/-9=x,thenm/-12- ? andm/_7- ?

62 / Chapter 2

Find the values of r and y.

ry"A "V(3v+5,"

13. Write the reasons.
Given: k ll/
Prove: L6 is supp. to L7.

Proof:

Statements

t. *ll r
2. m16 - m/-8
3. m/-8 + m/-7 = 180
4. m/-6 + m/-7 - 180

5. /-6 is supp. to /-7.

B 14. Given: Pq t OR; srll0R;
g? bir..rc /-PQR.

a. Find the measures of LQST, LSQT, and /-STQ.
. b. If you are also given that m L R :60, find the meas-

ure of /-QTR.

15. Given: en ll CO; m L D = 116;
fi bisects LDAB.

a. Find the measures of /-DAB, LKAB, and LDKA.
b. Is there enough given information for you to con-

clude that /-D and LC are supplementarY, or is
more information needed?

Reasons

l. ?

2. 1

3.?
4. I
5.?
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PIL 03Linear Pair Theorem Proof 
If two angles form a linear pair,     Given:   ÐCAB  and ÐBAT form a linear pair. 
                                                                                                                     & ÐCAT forms a straight angle 
Then	the	angles	are	supplementary.	 	 		 	 Prove:		 ÐCAB		and	ÐBAT	are	supplementary.	

Ð	CAB		andÐBAT	are	
supplementary	

Given	

Ð	CAT	is	a	straight	angle.	
Definition	of	Supplementary	

The	measure	of	two	angles	sums	
to	180°	

iff		the	angles	are	supplementary.	

mÐCAB		+	m	ÐBAT	=	180°	
Definition	of	Straight	Angle	
If	an	angle	is	a	straight	angle,		
then	its	measure	is	180°.	
Angle	Addition	Postulate	
If	two	angles	are	adjacent,		

then	the	sum	of	their	individual	
measures	equals	the	measure	of	
the	angle	formed	by	their	non-

shared	sides	
ÐCAB		and	ÐBAT	form	linear	pair	

Given	

mÐCAB		+	m	ÐBAT	=	mÐ	CAT	

mÐ	CAT	=	180°	
Substitution	Property	of	Equality	
If	a	+	b	=	c	and	c	=	d	then	a+b	=	d	

	
PIL04	

Ð1  and  Ð 3 form a linear pair 
Ð2  and  Ð 3 form a linear pair 

mÐ 1  + m Ð 3 = 180° 
mÐ 2  + m Ð 3 = 180° 

Linear Pair Theorem 
If two angles form a linear pair, 

then they are supplementary. 
mÐ1  = 180° - m Ð 3 
mÐ 2  = 180° - m Ð 3 

 
Given 

mÐ 1  = mÐ 2 
(Ð 1  and Ð 2 have equal measures) 

Definition of Linear Pair 
Two angles form a linear pair iff 
their non-shared sides form a straight 
angle 
Ð 1  and  Ð 3 are supplementary 

Ð 2  and  Ð 3 are supplementary 
Subtraction Property of  Equality 

If the same number is subtracted 
from both sides of an equation, 

Then the new equation is equivalent 
 to the original. 
Ð1  and  Ð 2 are vertical angles 

Definition of Supplementary 
The measure of two angles sums to 

180° 
iff  the angles are supplementary. 

Ð	2	
Ð	1	Ð	3	

Statements Reasons 

  

 . 

  

  

  

  

	

Statements Reasons 

  

 . 

  

  

  

  

	

Vertical	Angles	Theorem	
If	two	angles	are	vertical	angles	
Then	they	have	equal	measures,	
	
Given	Ð	1		and	Ð	2	are	vertical	Angles	
Prove	that	Ð	1		and	Ð	2	have	equal	measures.			

C	
A	 					 		

T	

B	



Substitution Property of Equality 
Substitute (mÐ 1)  for (180° - m Ð 3)  
in  mÐ 2  = (180° - m Ð 3) 

	
HW#23 
 
If c || d cut by transversal a, which angle pairs are Corresponding Angles, Alternate Interior Angles, 
Alternate Exterior Angles, Same Side Interior Angles, Same Side Exterior Angles? 
 
 
Which angle pairs are congruent?    Which angle pairs are supplementary? 
 
 
Show your work. 
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Classroom Exercises
1. What do the arrowheads in the diagram tell you?
2. a. How are liiies k and I rclated?

b. How are lines k and p related? Why?

State the postulate or theorem that justifies each statement.

3. 1l: /-5
5. mL4 + m16 - 180

7. m/-4 - mL5
9.kIp

t<ll t; t is a transversal.
/1.- /1LJ: LL

4. 13: /-6
6. mL4 - m18
8. /-6: L7

10. L3 is supplementary to 15.

Exs. 1-11

l. Given
2. It 2 parallel lines are cut by a transver-

sal, then alt. int. A- are :.
3. Vert. A arc:.
4. Transitive Prop. of =z

ll. lf mll :130, what are the measures of the other numbered angles?
12. /{an tried to prove Postulate l0 as shown below. However, he did not

have a valid proof. Explain why not.
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then corre-
sponding angles are congruent.
Given: k ll/; transversal I cuts k and /.

Prove: 1l: 12

Proof:

Statements Reasons

3. /-l: /-3
4. Ll: 12

Written Exercises
A l, If q llD, name all angles that must be congruent to /-1.

2. If cll d, name all angles that must be congruent to /-1.

Assume that all n anA cll a.

3. Name all angles congruent to 14.
4. Name all angles supplementary to /-4.
5. If m/- 16 = 50, then mLl4 - ? and mL2 - ?

6. Ifm/-9=x,thenm/-12- ? andm/_7- ?

62 / Chapter 2Find the values of r and y.

ry"A "V(3v+5,"

13. Write the reasons.
Given: k ll/
Prove: L6 is supp. to L7.

Proof:

Statements

t. *ll r
2. m16 - m/-8
3. m/-8 + m/-7 = 180
4. m/-6 + m/-7 - 180

5. /-6 is supp. to /-7.

B 14. Given: Pq t OR; srll0R;
g? bir..rc /-PQR.

a. Find the measures of LQST, LSQT, and /-STQ.
. b. If you are also given that m L R :60, find the meas-

ure of /-QTR.

15. Given: en ll CO; m L D = 116;
fi bisects LDAB.

a. Find the measures of /-DAB, LKAB, and LDKA.
b. Is there enough given information for you to con-

clude that /-D and LC are supplementarY, or is
more information needed?

Reasons

l. ?

2. 1

3.?
4. I
5.?
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16. Find the values of x and 7.

Use the diagram in Exercise 13. Write proofs in two-column folzr.
17. tcll t

,/a-,/1La: Ll

18. Given: ft ll/
Prove: Z I is supplementary to L7.

19. Copy what is shown for Theorem 2-3 on page 60. Then write a proof in
two-column form.

20. Draw a four-sided figtre ABCD with 18 ll OC and eOll AC.
a. Prove that 1A: LC.
b. ls 1B: LD?

C 2L Given: esllnr; B
m/-4 - mL5
-----t

Prove: Sl bisects /-BSR.
2L Given: esll nr;

mL4 : mL5;
SF bisects LAST

Find the measure of 11.

2-3 Proving Lines Parallel
In the preceding section, you saw situations in which two lines were given as
parallel. You then concluded that certain angles were congruent or supple-
mentary. In this section, the situation is reversed. From two angles being
congruent or supplementary you will conclude that certain lines forming the
angles are parallel. The key to doing this is Postulate I I below. Postulate l0 is
repeated so you can compare the wording of the postulates.

Postulate 70
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then corresponding angles are
congruent.

Postulate 77
If two lines are cut by a transversal and corresponding angles are congruent,
then the lines are parallel.
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